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Diplomacy in Taiwan - Booker C.K. Liaw
2022-01-25
This book determines what roles business people

in Taiwan have actually played in the
development of economic diplomacy for Taiwan.
It shows that they did nothing to prevent the
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crisis of 1995–1996, and that it was only when
the US intervened that the crisis subsided. The
book looks at the impact of the international
system on the economic diplomacy of Taiwan,
and represents a major contribution to the field
of international relations by explicating a threelevel analysis of the external relations of Taiwan.
Using a bottom-up approach, it explains the
activities of business people in Taiwan and
clarifies their influence beyond Taiwan. The
book argues that such activities have significant
economic impacts and that their influence
cannot be ignored.
Taiwan's Economic and Diplomatic Challenges
and Opportunities - Mariah Thornton 2021-04-20
This book offers a diverse set of perspectives on
the current state of Taiwan’s economy and
international relations, equally considering the
challenges and opportunities that could forge
Taiwan’s future. Featuring a range of
interdisciplinary approaches, this edited volume
has been written by some of the leading scholars

on Taiwan’s economy and international
relations, as well as emerging scholars and
writers with practical diplomatic, political, and
civil society experience. Contributors cover
themes from political economy and international
relations to gender studies and civil society-led
LGBT diplomacy. Readers will benefit from
chapters outlining both the historical overview
of Taiwan’s development and more recent
developments, with several chapters offering
focused case studies into Taiwan’s economy and
international space. A balanced set of
conclusions are reached, affording scope for
both optimism and pessimism about Taiwan’s
prospects. Taiwan's Economic and Diplomatic
Challenges and Opportunities will appeal to
students and scholars of international relations,
economics, and Taiwan studies.
War and Peace in the Taiwan Strait - Scott L.
Kastner 2022-11-01
As tensions continue to rise between the
People’s Republic of China and Taiwan,
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numerous analysts and officials have warned of a
growing risk of military conflict, which could
potentially draw in the United States. How
worried should we be about a war in the Taiwan
Strait? Scott L. Kastner offers a comprehensive
analytical account of PRC-Taiwan relations that
sheds new light on the prospects for cross-strait
military conflict. He examines several key
regional trends that have complex implications
for stability, including deepening economic
integration, the shifting balance of military
power, uncertainty about the future of U.S.
commitment, and domestic political changes in
both the PRC and Taiwan. Kastner argues that
the risks of conflict are real but should not be
exaggerated. Several distinct pathways could
lead to the breakout of hostilities, and the
mechanisms that might allay one type of conflict
do not necessarily apply to others—yet war is
anything but inevitable. Although changes to the
balance of power introduce risks, powerful
mitigating factors remain in place and there are

plausible steps to reduce the likelihood of
military conflict. Drawing on both international
relations theory and close empirical analysis of
regional trends, this book provides vital
perspective on how a war in the Taiwan Strait
could occur—and how one could be avoided.
China's Search for Security - Andrew J.
Nathan 2015-02-10
Despite its impressive size and population,
economic vitality, and drive to upgrade its
military, China remains a vulnerable nation
surrounded by powerful rivals and potential
foes. Understanding ChinaÕs foreign policy
means fully appreciating these geostrategic
challenges, which persist even as the country
gains increasing influence over its neighbors.
Andrew J. Nathan and Andrew Scobell analyze
ChinaÕs security concerns on four fronts: at
home, with its immediate neighbors, in
surrounding regional systems, and in the world
beyond Asia. By illuminating the issues driving
Chinese policy, they offer a new perspective on
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the countryÕs rise and a strategy for balancing
Chinese and American interests in Asia. Though
rooted in the present, Nathan and ScobellÕs
study makes ample use of the past, reaching
back into history to illuminate the people and
institutions shaping Chinese strategy today.
They also examine Chinese views of the United
States; explain why China is so concerned about
Japan; and uncover ChinaÕs interests in such
problematic countries as North Korea, Iran, and
the Sudan. The authors probe recent troubles in
Tibet and Xinjiang and explore their links to
forces beyond ChinaÕs borders. They consider
the tactics deployed by mainland China and
Taiwan, as Taiwan seeks to maintain autonomy
in the face of Chinese advances toward
unification. They evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of ChinaÕs three main power
resourcesÑeconomic power, military power, and
soft power. The authors conclude with
recommendations for the United States as it
seeks to manage ChinaÕs rise. Chinese

policymakers understand that their nationÕs
prosperity, stability, and security depend on
cooperation with the United States. If handled
wisely, the authors believe, relations between
the two countries can produce mutually
beneficial outcomes for both Asia and the world.
Peace and Security Across the Taiwan Strait
- S. Tsang 2004-02-29
The end of the Cold War has regrettably not
brought an end to all the major confrontations of
the last century. One such confrontation is the
stand-off across the Taiwan Strait. Despite
increasingly interwoven economic links between
the People's Republic of China and Taiwan in
recent years, the tension between the two has
not dissipated. Tsang and a group of
international experts examine the subject of
peace and security across the Taiwan Strait and
suggest models for peace.
Strait Talk - Nancy Bernkopf Tucker 2011-03-18
Relations among the United States, Taiwan, and
China challenge policymakers, international
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relations specialists, and a concerned public to
examine their assumptions about security,
sovereignty, and peace. Only a Taiwan Straits
conflict could plunge Americans into war with a
nuclear-armed great power. In a timely and
deeply informed book, Nancy Bernkopf Tucker
traces the thorny relationship between the
United States and Taiwan as both watch
ChinaÕs power grow. Although TaiwanÐU.S.
security has been intertwined since the 1950s,
neither Taipei nor Washington ever fully
embraced the other. Differences in priorities and
perspectives repeatedly raised questions about
the wisdom of the alignment. Tucker discusses
the nature of U.S. commitments to Taiwan; the
intricacies of policy decisions; the intentions of
critical actors; the impact of TaiwanÕs
democratization; the role of lobbying; and the
accelerating difficulty of balancing Taiwan
against China. In particular, she examines the
destructive mistrust that undermines U.S.
cooperation with Taiwan, stymieing efforts to

resolve cross-Strait tensions. Strait Talk offers
valuable historical context for understanding
U.S.ÐTaiwan ties and is essential reading for
anyone interested in international relations and
security issues today.
Globalization and Security Relations across the
Taiwan Strait - Ming-chin Monique Chu
2014-11-27
This book presents an interdisciplinary
examination of cross-Taiwan Strait relations and
the complex dynamics at play in the region.
Since the election of Ma Ying-jeou as Taiwan’s
president in 2008, the relationship across the
Taiwan Strait—long viewed as one of Asia’s most
volatile potential flashpoints—has experienced a
remarkable détente. Whether the relationship
has been truly transformed, however, remains
an open question and the Taiwan Strait remains
a central regional and global security issue. A
return to turbulence in the Taiwan Strait could
also add a new dimension of instability in the
already tense maritime disputes in the East and
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South China Seas. While the relationship across
the Taiwan Strait remains critically important, it
is also changing rapidly, and the chapters in this
volume present new thinking to help make sense
of complex cross-Strait dynamics. Specifically,
these essays explore different security and/or
globalization dimensions of China-Taiwan ties as
well as the globalization-security linkages that
have emerged. As the balance of power in Asia
shifts dramatically, several chapters in this
volume explore how traditional security forces
are evolving. At the same time, there are new
dynamics emerging as a consequence of
globalization forces, such as the tremendous
economic and social integration across the
Taiwan Strait, and several chapters in this
volume consider some of these new problems.
Finally, several chapters consider the often
under-researched dynamics associated with the
globalization/security interface such as cyber
threats, transnational criminal networks and the
security spill-over impact of production

globalization. This book will of much interest to
students of Chinese Politics, Asian Security,
globalisation, diplomacy and International
Relations.
Economic Reform and Cross-Strait Relations Taiwan and China - Lowell Dittmer 2017-09-26
At publication date, a free ebook version of this
title will be available through Luminos,
University of California Press’s Open Access
publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to
learn more. China’s relation to Taiwan has been
in constant contention since the founding of the
People’s Republic of China in October 1949 and
the creation of the defeated Kuomintang (KMT)
exile regime on the island two months later. The
island’s autonomous sovereignty has continually
been challenged, initially because of the KMT’s
insistence that it continue to represent not just
Taiwan but all of China—and later because
Taiwan refused to cede sovereignty to the thendominant power that had arisen on the other
6/28

side of the Taiwan Strait. One thing that makes
Taiwan so politically difficult and yet so
intellectually fascinating is that it is not merely a
security problem, but a ganglion of interrelated
puzzles. The optimistic hope of the Ma Ying-jeou
administration for a new era of peace and
cooperation foundered on a landslide victory by
the Democratic Progressive Party, which has
made clear its intent to distance Taiwan from
China’s political embrace. The Taiwanese are
now waiting with bated breath as the
relationship tautens. Why did détente fail, and
what chance does Taiwan have without it?
Contributors to this volume focus on three
aspects of the evolving quandary: nationalistic
identity, social economy, and political strategy.
Globalization and Security Relations Across the
Taiwan Strait - Ming-Chin Monique Chu
2016-09-08
This book presents an interdisciplinary
examination of cross-Taiwan Strait relations and
the complex dynamics at play in the region.

Since the election of Ma Ying-jeou as Taiwan's
president in 2008, the relationship across the
Taiwan Strait--long viewed as one of Asia's most
volatile potential flashpoints--has experienced a
remarkable détente. Whether the relationship
has been truly transformed, however, remains
an open question and the Taiwan Strait remains
a central regional and global security issue. A
return to turbulence in the Taiwan Strait could
also add a new dimension of instability in the
already tense maritime disputes in the East and
South China Seas. While the relationship across
the Taiwan Strait remains critically important, it
is also changing rapidly, and the chapters in this
volume present new thinking to help make sense
of complex cross-Strait dynamics. Specifically,
these essays explore different security and/or
globalization dimensions of China-Taiwan ties as
well as the globalization-security linkages that
have emerged. As the balance of power in Asia
shifts dramatically, several chapters in this
volume explore how traditional security forces
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are evolving. At the same time, there are new
dynamics emerging as a consequence of
globalization forces, such as the tremendous
economic and social integration across the
Taiwan Strait, and several chapters in this
volume consider some of these new problems.
Finally, several chapters consider the often
under-researched dynamics associated with the
globalization/security interface such as cyber
threats, transnational criminal networks and the
security spill-over impact of production
globalization. This book will of much interest to
students of Chinese Politics, Asian Security,
globalisation, diplomacy and International
Relations.
China, Africa, and Globalization - 2009
"Globalization to date has been a primarily
Western dominated and oriented process.
Through the use of both hard and soft power,
the West has occupied a leading role in
connecting and integrating the diverse and vast
globe. In the 21st century, the rise and re-rise of

new and traditional power centers has signaled
the emergence of the phenomenon of
"alternative globalizations," challenging or at a
minimum reducing the global dominance of
Western influences. Namely, countries from the
non-Western world such as China emerging on
the global stage offering the world, or regions of
the world, alternative policies and practices,
including developmental models and
international institutions. China's half a century
of interaction with Africa beginning in the 1960s
-- China's first major independent foreign policy
operation outside Asia -- offers a unique example
of China's growing global power and influence.
The record of China's relations with Africa
constitutes both a lesson in the evolutionary
development of Chinese foreign policy and
China's expanding and deepening global role.
China's influence and role in Africa also raises
the question whether the developing bond
between China and Africa signals China's
influence as a potential alternative -- the "China
8/28

alternative"--To the existing Western dominated
global culture and power structure. China's
surge of interest and activities in Africa in the
early years of the 21st century drew much
international attention. Academic, journalist, and
policy studies abound focused on China's new
foreign policy venture, including an emphasis
upon China's search for energy and other
commodity resources. While there was no doubt
of an immediate interest in and the need for
Africa's oil and abundant mineral resources,
given its massive economic developmental
requirements, China's relations with Africa were
founded on both a broader and deeper political
and economic relationship. The formation of
China's African policy has been shaped by both
domestic and external factors, with a close
relationship between the two. Ideology,
economics, and political considerations have all
contributed to the formation of policy,
depending upon the needs of the moment. In the
1960s and 1970s, Africa served as a battlefield

between China and Taiwan over the question of
sovereignty and who represented China, while in
the 21st century economic issues were central,
including securing access to African energy and
commodity resources for China's economic
development. In this sense, China's African
policy has manifested a degree of flexibility and
pragmatism."--Executive summary.
Political Conflict and Economic Interdependence
Across the Taiwan Strait and Beyond - Scott L.
Kastner 2022
Why is it that political conflict between countries
sometimes undermines commerce between those
states, and yet at other times it seems to have
little or no effect on cross-border economic
flows? The question is an important one, yet,
while numerous studies have considered how
and to what extent international political conflict
affects trade, few consider how and when
economic linkages can develop despite hostile
political relations. This book addresses that gap,
and demonstrates that the impact of
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international political conflict on commerce will
be muted when national leaders are accountable
to internationalist economic interests--because
such leaders will try to prevent political disputes
with other countries from spilling over into
economic arenas. The author develops this
argument primarily through a detailed case
study of a critically important contemporary
case: the relationship between Mainland China
and Taiwan. He then tests it via two shorter case
studies.
Taiwan and China - Lowell Dittmer 2017-10-03
A free ebook version of this title will be available
through Luminos, University of California
Press’s Open Access publishing program. Visit
www.luminosoa.org to learn more. China’s
relation to Taiwan has been in constant
contention since the founding of the People’s
Republic of China in October 1949 and the
creation of the defeated Kuomintang (KMT) exile
regime on the island two months later. The
island’s autonomous sovereignty has continually

been challenged, initially because of the KMT’s
insistence that it continue to represent not just
Taiwan but all of China—and later because
Taiwan refused to cede sovereignty to the thendominant power that had arisen on the other
side of the Taiwan Strait. One thing that makes
Taiwan so politically difficult and yet so
intellectually fascinating is that it is not merely a
security problem, but a ganglion of interrelated
puzzles. The optimistic hope of the Ma Ying-jeou
administration for a new era of peace and
cooperation foundered on a landslide victory by
the Democratic Progressive Party, which has
made clear its intent to distance Taiwan from
China’s political embrace. The Taiwanese are
now waiting with bated breath as the
relationship tautens. Why did détente fail, and
what chance does Taiwan have without it?
Contributors to this volume focus on three
aspects of the evolving quandary: nationalistic
identity, social economy, and political strategy.
The East Asian Computer Chip War - Ming-
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chin Monique Chu 2013-12-04
The semiconductor industry is a vital industry
for military establishments worldwide, and the
control of, or loss of control of, this key industry
has enormous strategic implications. This book
focuses on the globalization of the strategic
semiconductor industry and the security
ramifications of this process. It examines in
particular the migration of the Taiwanese chip
industry to China as part of the globalization of
production processes, and the extent to which
such a globalization process poses security
challenges to the United States, China and
Taiwan. Transcending disciplinary boundaries
between international political economy,
security studies, and the history of science and
technology, this multidisciplinary work provides
an in-depth understanding of the globalizationsecurity nexus, and disentangles the key policy
issues connected to a potential explosive
flashpoint in world politics today.
The Taiwan-china Connection - Tse-kang Leng

2018-03-05
Exploring the transitional role of the state in
Taiwan's economic development, this book
focuses especially on the impact of trade with
mainland China. Tse-Kang Leng argues that the
basic structure of political forces within Taiwan
and its pattern of external economic relations
have been transformed in the 1990s, with crossStraits trade playing a key part. Although
politically embarrassing to the government, this
trade provides an economic opportunity that is
irresistibly attractive to business interests.Thus,
cross-Straits trade and investment have served
as a fulcrum by which societal interests have
moved an unwilling state. Going beyond the
?strong state? paradigm, the author's analysis of
current cross-Straits economic policies reveals a
sharp contrast between Taiwan's authoritarian
past and its current era of democratization.
Weighing the crucial forces at work in
Taiwan?democratization, state-society
interaction, and economic interdependence with
11/28

mainland China?Leng provides a thorough
analysis of Taiwan's political and economic
development in the 1990s and beyond.
The United States’ Subnational Relations with
Divided China - Czeslaw Tubilewicz 2021-05-24
This book examines US subnational engagement
in foreign relations, or paradiplomacy, with
China and Taiwan from 1949 to 2020. As an
alternative diplomatic history of the United
States’ relations with divided China, it offers an
in-depth chronological and thematic discussion
of state and local communities’ responses to the
China-Taiwan sovereignty conflict and their
impact on US diplomacy. The book explains why
paradiplomacy matters not only in the ‘low
politics’ of economic and cultural cooperation,
but also in the ‘high politics’ of diplomatic
recognition. Presenting case studies of US states
and cities developing policies towards divided
China that paralleled, clashed or aligned with
those pursued by federal agencies, it also
identifies Chinese and Taiwanese objectives and

strategies deployed when competing for US
subnational ties. Conceptually, the book builds
upon Constructivism, redefining paradiplomacy
as an institutional fact, reflective of subnational
identities and interests, rather than as a
subnational pursuit of foreign markets, driven by
objective economic forces. Featuring new
empirical evidence and a novel conceptual
framework for paradiplomacy, The United
States’ Subnational Relations with Divided China
will be a useful resource for students and
scholars of US foreign policy, the politics of
China and Taiwan, paradiplomacy and
international relations.
Aftershocks - Colin Kahl 2021-08-24
Two of America's leading national security
experts offer a definitive account of the global
impact of COVID-19 and the political shock
waves it will have on the United States and the
world order in the 21st Century. “Informed by
history, reporting, and a truly global
perspective, this is an indispensable first draft of
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history and blueprint for how we can move
forward.” —Ben Rhodes The COVID-19
pandemic killed millions, infected hundreds of
millions, and laid bare the deep vulnerabilities
and inequalities of our interconnected world.
The accompanying economic crash was the
worst since the Great Depression, with the
International Monetary Fund estimating that it
will cost over $22 trillion in global wealth over
the next few years. Over two decades of
progress in reducing extreme poverty was
erased, just in the space of a few months.
Already fragile states in every corner of the
globe were further hollowed out. The brewing
clash between the United States and China
boiled over and the worldwide contest between
democracy and authoritarianism deepened. It
was a truly global crisis necessitating a
collective response—and yet international
cooperation almost entirely broke down, with
key world leaders hardly on speaking terms.
Colin Kahl and Thomas Wright's Aftershocks

offers a riveting and comprehensive account of
one of the strangest and most consequential
years on record. Drawing on interviews with
officials from around the world and extensive
research, the authors tell the story of how
nationalism and major power rivalries
constrained the response to the worst pandemic
in a century. They demonstrate the myriad ways
in which the crisis exposed the limits of the old
international order and how the reverberations
from COVID-19 will be felt for years to come.
Global Trends 2040 - National Intelligence
Council 2021-03
"The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic marks the
most significant, singular global disruption since
World War II, with health, economic, political,
and security implications that will ripple for
years to come." -Global Trends 2040 (2021)
Global Trends 2040-A More Contested World
(2021), released by the US National Intelligence
Council, is the latest report in its series of
reports starting in 1997 about megatrends and
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the world's future. This report, strongly
influenced by the COVID-19 pandemic, paints a
bleak picture of the future and describes a
contested, fragmented and turbulent world. It
specifically discusses the four main trends that
will shape tomorrow's world: - Demographics-by
2040, 1.4 billion people will be added mostly in
Africa and South Asia. - Economics-increased
government debt and concentrated economic
power will escalate problems for the poor and
middleclass. - Climate-a hotter world will
increase water, food, and health insecurity. Technology-the emergence of new technologies
could both solve and cause problems for human
life. Students of trends, policymakers,
entrepreneurs, academics, journalists and
anyone eager for a glimpse into the next
decades, will find this report, with colored
graphs, essential reading.
China's Regulatory State - Roselyn Hsueh
2011-10-15
Today's China is governed by a new economic

model that marks a radical break from the Mao
and Deng eras; it departs fundamentally from
both the East Asian developmental state and its
own Communist past. It has not, however,
adopted a liberal economic model. China has
retained elements of statist control even though
it has liberalized foreign direct investment more
than any other developing country in recent
years. This mode of global economic integration
reveals much about China’s state capacity and
development strategy, which is based on
retaining government control over critical
sectors while meeting commitments made to the
World Trade Organization. In China's Regulatory
State, Roselyn Hsueh demonstrates that China
only appears to be a more liberal state; even as
it introduces competition and devolves economic
decisionmaking, the state has selectively
imposed new regulations at the sectoral level,
asserting and even tightening control over
industry and market development, to achieve
state goals. By investigating in depth how China
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implemented its economic policies between 1978
and 2010, Hsueh gives the most complete
picture yet of China's regulatory state,
particularly as it has shaped the
telecommunications and textiles industries.
Hsueh contends that a logic of strategic value
explains how the state, with its different levels of
authority and maze of bureaucracies, interacts
with new economic stakeholders to enhance its
control in certain economic sectors while
relinquishing control in others. Sectoral
characteristics determine policy specifics
although the organization of institutions and
boom-bust cycles influence how the state
reformulates old rules and creates new ones to
maximize benefits and minimize costs after an
initial phase of liberalization. This pathbreaking
analysis of state goals, government-business
relations, and methods of governance across
industries in China also considers Japan’s, South
Korea’s, and Taiwan’s manifestly different
approaches to globalization.

The Routledge Handbook of Asian Security
Studies - Sumit Ganguly 2017-10-23
The Routledge Handbook of Asian Security
Studies provides a detailed exploration of
security dynamics in the three distinct
subregions that comprise Asia, and also bridges
the study of these regions by exploring the
geopolitical links between each of them. The
handbook is divided into four geographical
parts: Part I: Northeast Asia Part II: South Asia
Part III: Southeast Asia Part IV: Cross Regional
Issues This fully revised and updated second
edition addresses the significant developments
which have taken place in Asia since the first
edition appeared in 2009. It examines these
developments at both regional and national
levels, including the conflict surrounding the
South China Sea, the long-standing Sino-Indian
border dispute, and Pakistan’s investment in
tactical nuclear weapons, amongst many others.
This book will be of great interest to students of
Asian politics, security studies, war and conflict
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studies, foreign policy and international
relations generally.
A Most Enterprising Country - Justin V. Hastings
2016-12-06
North Korea has survived the end of the Cold
War, massive famine, numerous regional crises,
punishing sanctions, and international stigma. In
A Most Enterprising Country, Justin V. Hastings
explores the puzzle of how the most politically
isolated state in the world nonetheless sustains
itself in large part by international trade and
integration into the global economy. The world’s
last Stalinist state is also one of the most
enterprising, as Hastings shows through indepth examinations of North Korea’s import and
export efforts, with a particular focus on
restaurants, the weapons trade, and drug
trafficking. Tracing the development of trade
networks inside and outside North Korea
through the famine of the 1990s and the onset of
sanctions in the mid-2000s, Hastings argues that
the North Korean state and North Korean

citizens have proved pragmatic and adaptable,
exploiting market niches and making creative
use of brokers and commercial methods to
access the global economy. North Korean trade
networks—which include private citizens as well
as the Kim family and high-ranking
elites—accept high levels of risk and have
become experts at operating in the blurred
zones between licit and illicit, state and
nonstate, and formal and informal trade. This
entrepreneurialism has allowed North Korea to
survive; but it has also caused problems for
foreign firms investing in the country,
emboldens the North Korean state in its pursuit
of nuclear weapons, and may continue to shape
the economy in the future.
Routledge Handbook of Contemporary
Taiwan - Gunter Schubert 2016-05-20
The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary
Taiwan offers a comprehensive overview of both
contemporary Taiwan and the Taiwan studies
field. Each contribution summarises the major
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findings in the field and highlights long-term
trends, recent observations and possible future
developments in Taiwan. Written by an
international team of experts, the chapters
included in the volume form an accessible and
fascinating insight into contemporary Taiwan.
Up-to-date, interdisciplinary, and academically
rigorous, the Handbook will be of interest to
students, academics, policymakers and others in
search of reliable information on Taiwanese
politics, economics, culture and society.
China and Taiwan - Steven M. Goldstein
2015-11-12
Relations between Taiwan and the People's
Republic of China have oscillated between
outright hostility and wary detente ever since
the Archipelago seceded from the Communist
mainland over six decades ago. While the
mainland has long coveted the island, Taiwan
has resisted - aided by the United States which
continues to play a decisive role in cross-strait
relations today. In this comprehensive analysis,

noted China specialist Steven Goldstein shows
that although relations between Taiwan and its
larger neighbor have softened, underlying
tensions remain unresolved. These embers of
conflict could burst into flames at any point,
engulfing the whole region and potentially
dragging the United States into a dangerous
confrontation with the PRC Guiding readers
expertly through the historical background to
the complexities of this fragile peace, Goldstein
discusses the shifting economic, political and
security terrain, and examines the pivotal role
played by the United States in providing
weapons and diplomatic support to Taiwan
whilst managing a complex relationship with an
increasingly powerful China. Drawing on a
wealth of newly declassified material, this
compelling and insightful book is an invaluable
guide to one of the world's riskiest, long-running
conflicts.
Global Trends 2030 - Office of the Director of
National Intelligence Council 2017-03-11
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This publication covers global megatrends for
the next 20 years and how they will affect the
United States. This is the fifth installment in the
National Intelligence Council's series aimed at
providing a framework for thinking about
possible futures and their implications. The
report is intended to stimulate strategic thinking
about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes
characterizing the world today and possible
global trajectories during the next 15-20 years
by identifying critical trends and potential
discontinuities. The authors distinguish between
megatrends, those factors that will likely occur
under any scenario, and game-changers, critical
variables whose trajectories are far less certain.
NIC 2012-001. Several innovations are included
in Global Trends 2030, including: a review of the
four previous Global Trends reports, input from
academic and other experts around the world,
coverage of disruptive technologies, and a
chapter on the potential trajectories for the US
role in the international system and the possible

the impact on future international relations.
Table of Contents: Introduction 1 Megatrends 6
Individual Empowerment 8 Poverty Reduction 8
An Expanding Global Middle Class 8 Education
and the Gender Gap 10 Role of Communications
Technologies 11 Improving Health 11 A MORE
CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 12
Diffusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF
COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17
THE LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN THE WORLD
OF 2030 18 Demographic Patterns 20
Widespread Aging 20 Shrinking Number of
Youthful Countries 22 A New Age of Migration
23 The World as Urban 26 Growing Food, Water,
and Energy Nexus 30 Food, Water, and Climate
30 A Brighter Energy Outlook 34 GameChangers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy
40 The Plight of the West 40 Crunch Time Too
for the Emerging Powers 43 A Multipolar Global
Economy: Inherently More Fragile? 46 The
Governance Gap 48 Governance Starts at Home:
Risks and Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS
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ON EQUALITY AND OPENNESS 53 NEW
GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New Regional
Order? 55 Global Multilateral Cooperation 55
The Potential for Increased Conflict 59
INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED
DECLINE 59 Interstate Conflict: Chances Rising
61 Wider Scope of Regional Instability 70 The
Middle East: At a Tipping Point 70 South Asia:
Shocks on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple
Strategic Futures 76 Europe: Transforming Itself
78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning a Corner by
2030? 79 Latin America: More Prosperous but
Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of New
Technologies 83 Information Technologies 83
AUTOMATION AND MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90
Health Technologies 95 The Role of the United
States 98 Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential
Scenarios for the United States' Global Role 101
Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110
FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate
World 128 Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog

References 137 Audience: Appropriate for
anyone, from businesses to banks, government
agencies to start-ups, the technology sector to
the teaching sector, and more. This publication
helps anticipate where the world will be:
socially, politically, technologically, and
culturally over the next few decades. Keywords:
Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds, global
trends 2030, Global Trends series, National
Intelligence Council, global trajectories, global
megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical changes
Globalization, Development And Security In
Asia (In 4 Volumes) - 2014-04-28
Asian countries are undergoing rapid political,
economic and social transformations;
meanwhile, there is a growing demand for
knowing more about Asia. This Major Reference
Set is designed to help general readers as well
as specialists to have a good grasp of the latest
developments in Asia in the key areas of
economic growth, trade, energy, environment,
foreign policy and security.With 4 volumes, this
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set covers all major dimensions of Asia's political
economy. Contributors include both scholars and
practitioners who provide first-hand description
and analysis of fundamental issues in Asia.Peace
and political stability are of ultimate importance,
with Asia at the forefront of wealth creation in
the global economy. Volume 1 unpacks and
examines the foreign policy strategies of key
states and the role of regional institutions in
responding to the security demands of an Asian
century.Volume 2 studies the strong economic
integration through trade and cross-border
investment that has been essential to Asia. The
region's future prosperity depends on it being
able to remain open and outward-looking. As
Asia grows larger and richer, more concerted
efforts are required to surmount regional rivalry
and to further strengthen the regional
architecture of economic cooperation.Volume 3
looks at the emerging economies' thirst for
energy that creates huge competition, around
which domestic, regional, and international

political economy unfolds. Climate change and
aspiration for sustainable development further
complicate the challenge.Volume 4 offers a
comprehensive coverage of subjects on
environment and sustainable development in
Asia with case studies of selected and
representative countries that are at different
stages of economic development and facing
different environment-related problems and
challenges in the twenty-first century.This
interdisciplinary set is a fine example of
international cooperation, with contributors
hailing from different parts of Asia as well as
North America and Europe. It is a must-have for
anyone keen on understanding Asia's dynamic
and changing scene.
Cross-Taiwan Strait Relations in an Era of
Technological Change - Paul Irwin Crookes
2015-05-26
This book explores how technological change is
influencing the dynamics of relations between
mainland China and Taiwan. Using the latest
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research, it examines the acceleration of
technology-led and how it shapes three key
dimensions of the cross-Strait relationship: the
overarching security context; the economic
context; and the cultural context.
A World of Turmoil - Stephen J. Hartnett
2021-06-01
The United States, the People’s Republic of
China, and Taiwan have danced on the knife’s
edge of war for more than seventy years. A work
of sweeping historical vision, A World of Turmoil
offers case studies of five critical moments: the
end of World War II and the start of the Long
Cold War; the almost-nuclear war over the
Quemoy Islands in 1954–1955; the détente,
deceptions, and denials surrounding the 1972
Shanghai Communiqué; the Taiwan Strait Crisis
of 1995–1996; and the rise of postcolonial
nationalism in contemporary Taiwan. Diagnosing
the communication dispositions that structured
these events reveals that leaders in all three
nations have fallen back on crippling stereotypes

and self-serving denials in their diplomacy. The
first communication-based study of its kind, this
book merges history, rhetorical criticism, and
advocacy in a tour de force of international
scholarship. By mapping the history of
miscommunication between the United States,
China, and Taiwan, this provocative study shows
where and how our entwined relationships have
gone wrong, clearing the way for renewed
dialogue, enhanced trust, and new
understandings.
An Economic Inquiry into the Nonlinear
Behaviors of Nations - Rongxing Guo
2017-02-06
This book applies an economic approach to
examine the driving forces behind the dynamic
behaviors of developing nations. Taking into
account initial conditions and environmental and
external factors often oversimplified by
historians and anthropologists, Guo finds that
the rise and fall of civilizations and nations
followed an anti-Darwinian process: physical
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weakness, rather than strength, induced humans
to adapt. Cultures facing unfavorable physical
and environmental conditions developed
complex societies to overcome these challenges,
while favorable conditions did not incentivize
major economic and cultural change. Over
centuries of economic growth and development,
nations and civilizations’ adaptive behaviors
have followed a cyclical path at both the country
level and in an international context. This
interdisciplinary book incorporates elements of
history, anthropology, and development into an
astute economic analysis that changes the way
we think about the origins and evolutions of
civilizations.
廿一世紀初台海安全與衝突預防 - 「國家安全與軍事戰略」國際學術硏討會 2002
Globalisation and Economic Security in East
Asia - Helen E. Nesadurai 2012-09-11
What is the relationship between globalization
and economic security? Globalisation and
Economic Security in East Asia is an incisive

new engagement with this important question
that uses detailed conceptual exploration and
fresh empirical analysis. Viewing traditional
neorealist conceptions of economic security as
overly narrow, this new study suggests that any
conception of economic security in the
contemporary era needs to also pay close
attention to the nature of global capitalism, and
the insecurities it generates for societies and
individuals. This uniquely open-ended approach
to conceptualizing economic security is
supported by the East Asian experience. The
country case studies included here reveal that
while economic security has largely been posed
as one of ensuring sustainable economic growth
and equitable social development, particularly
following the 1997 to 1998 Asian financial crisis,
other, more realist conceptions of economic
security have not become irrelevant. This is also
an exploration of whether and how national,
regional and multilateral institutions, as well as
non-state regional mechanisms, help policy
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makers meet the task of governing in the
interests of economic security. This book will be
of great interest to all students and scholars of
international relations, international political
economy of East Asia globalization and security
studies.
International Strategic Relations and
China's National Security - National Defense
University of People's Liberation Army Institute
for Strategic Studies 2018-01-10
In 2016, economic globalization suffered a
severe crisis after over half a century of smooth
development, and deglobalization was running
mountains high. Not only did it trigger domestic
political discord in major countries like the
United States, Britain, France and Germany, but
also led to international economic and political
disputes among Western countries, intensifying
strategic competition between major powers.
With the arrival of 2017, through the perilous
waves of deglobalization and the consequent
international political upheavals, we find that

the post Cold War era that we were familiarized
with, is coming to a rapid end, ushering in a new
international political era, full of uncertainties.
This annual book presents Chinese scholars'
views, opinions and predictions on global
political and security issues, as well as China's
strategic choice. It covers a wide range of
important issues concerning international
security, ranging from the assessment of SinoUS relations, Russian-American relations, the
counter terrorism situation in the Middle East,
the political situation in Taiwan and cross-Strait
relations, Brexit and the refugee problem, and
the strategic situation in the South China Sea, to
the judgment of the strategic posture in
countries and regions like Japan, the Korean
Peninsula, Southeast Asia, Latin America and
Africa. Also covered are the analysis of the
strategic posture in cyber space, outer space (as
well as their governance), and discussion on
China's international strategic choice in the
wave of deglobalization.
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Globalization and National Security Jonathan Kirshner 2013-01-11
In this book, top scholars of international
relations assess the consequences of
globalization for national security, identifying
three distinct ‘processes’ of globalization - the
intensification of economic exchange, the flow of
information, and marketization (the expansion of
the set of social relations governed by market
forces)-exploring how they can affect the
capacity and power of states as well as conflict
within and among them. Though much has been
written on the topics of globalization and
national security, there has been relatively little
in the way of a systematic examination of the
impact that globalization has on a state's
national security. These essays deal with how
state-less actors, such as terrorists, utilize the
benefits of globalization, changing the nature of
the security game. Failure to account for the
influence of globalization will make it
increasingly difficult to understand changes in

the balance of power, prospects for war, and
strategic choices embraced by states.
After Engagement - Jacques deLisle 2021-04-20
From cooperation to a new cold war: is this the
future for today’s two great powers? U.S. policy
toward China is at an inflection point. For more
than a generation, since the 1970s, a nearconsensus view in the United States supported
engagement with China, with the aim of
integrating China into the U.S.-led international
order. By the latter part of the 2010s, that
consensus had collapsed as a much more
powerful and increasingly assertive China was
seen as a strategic rival to the United States.
How the two countries tackle issues affecting
the most important bilateral relationship in the
world will significantly shape overall
international relations for years to come. In this
timely book, leading scholars of U.S.-China
relations and China’s foreign policy address
recent changes in American assessments of
China’s capabilities and intentions and consider
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potential risks to international security, the
significance of a shifting international
distribution of power, problems of
misperception, and the risk of conflicts. China’s
military modernization, its advancing
technology, and its Belt and Road Initiative, as
well as regional concerns, such as the South
China Sea disputes, relations with Japan, and
tensions on the Korean Peninsula, receive
special focus.
Fragments of an Unfinished War - Françoise
Mengin 2015-01-09
The Republic of China that retreated to Taiwan
in 1949 maintains its de facto, if not de jure, independence yet Beijing has consistently refused
formally to abandon the idea of reunifying
Taiwan with China. As well as growing military
pressure, the PRC's irredentist policy is
premised on encouraging cross-Straits economic
integration. Responding to preferential
measures, Taiwanese industrialists have
invested massively in the PRC, often relocating

their businesses there. Fragments of a nation
torn apart by contradictory claims, these
entrepreneurs are vectors of a new form of
unification imposed by the main- land, promoted
but postponed on the island by the Nationalist
Party, and rejected by Taiwanese proindependence parties. Within what can be
described as an unfinished civil war, socioeconomic dynamics remain embedded in
conflicts over sovereignty. Trans- national actors
have freed themselves from security constraints,
thereby benefiting economically from a reformist
China, and ultimately restructuring politics in
Taiwan itself, and, in so doing, relations between
Beijing and Taipei. A fictitious depoliticization
has governed the opening of the Sino-Taiwanese
border in order to postpone any resolution of the
sovereignty issue. Mengin's startlingly original
book highlights the competing, and fragmented,
elements within one of the world's most
intractable territorial disputes.
Taiwanese Business or Chinese Security
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Asset - Chun-Yi Lee 2011-10-25
This book investigates how China has used
Taiwanese investment and treated Taiwanese
investors to pursue political reunification. The
book’s main supposition is that both Chinese
central and local governments have strategic
considerations with respect to Taiwanese
businesses. Consequently, through detailed case
studies of three cities: Tianjin, Kunshan and
Dongguan, the author explores the changing
interaction between Taiwanese businesses and
the Chinese government, and seeks to provide
an explanation of this changing pattern of
interaction in the cross-strait political economy.
Through her unique empirical research, Lee
shows how Chinese local governments, although
being driven by short-term goals, also contribute
to the goal of achieving political reunification,
and argues that central and local governments
complement each other as a consequence. By
stressing the importance of long-term political
goals and the state’s policy interests and

preferences, this research intends to address the
various political implications attached to
Taiwanese investment in China. This timely and
important study presents some of the first
systematic empirical research published in
English (or any other Western language)
focusing on Taiwan’s entrepreneurs (taishang)
on the Chinese mainland. The book will be of
interest to students and scholars of Taiwan
Studies, Chinese Politics, Political Economy,
Chinese Business and economics.
Peace and Security in the Asia-Pacific: Theory
and Practice - Sorpong Peou 2010-04-15
Demonstrating that none of the various
perspectives under review has emerged as the
clear winner in the struggle for theoretical
hegemony in security studies, this book shows
that eclectic perspectives, like democratic realist
institutionalism, can better explain peace and
security in the Asian Pacific. • An extensive
bibliography covers various theoretical
perspectives in the field of international
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relations/security studies and materials on the
Asian Pacific • Helpful indexes include specific
countries, security issues, and theoretical
perspectives
A Century of Development in Taiwan - Chow,
Peter C.Y. 2022-01-18
Most colonies became independent countries
after the end of World War II, while few of them
became modernized even after decades of their
independence. Taiwan is one of the few to
become a modern state with remarkable
achievements in its economic, socio-cultural, and
political development. This book addresses the
path and trajectory of the emergence of Taiwan
from a colony to a modern state in the past
century.
China Rules - Ilan Alon 2009-09-15
The development of the Chinese MNC is a new
feature of globalization, one that will
undoubtedly change the world. Why do Chinese
firms internationalize, how do they do so, and
what will be the impact of their

internationalization on developed markets are
the foci of this book.
From Trump to Biden and Beyond - Earl A. Carr
Jr. 2021-09-08
The last four years have seen significant damage
in US-China relations that will take years to
rebuild. Early signs within the Biden
Administration indicate that an expeditious
return to strong Sino-US ties is premature at
best. To fully address these challenges and
regain credibility both at home and abroad, the
Biden team will need to recalibrate a new set of
values, objectives, and thinking in redefining the
most important bilateral relationship in the
world. This edited book volume seeks to
reimagine US-China relations, provide
innovative policy analysis, and utilizes a truly
multidisciplinary approach coupled with both
first and second-hand quantitative data,
infographics, geopolitical analysis, and
perspectives from leading experts. More
importantly, this book project provides a
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nuanced perspective highlighting the central
issues that will define America and China both
now and well into the future. Whether you are a
policy-maker, business professional, academic,
established practitioner, or a casual observer,
this impressive volume provides exceptional
insight on issues like technology, trade, crossStrait relations, security & alliances in East Asia,
geopolitics, climate change, and much more.
The East Asian Computer Chip War - Ming-chin
Monique Chu 2013-12-04
The semiconductor industry is a vital industry
for military establishments worldwide, and the
control of, or loss of control of, this key industry
has enormous strategic implications. This book

focuses on the globalization of the strategic
semiconductor industry and the security
ramifications of this process. It examines in
particular the migration of the Taiwanese chip
industry to China as part of the globalization of
production processes, and the extent to which
such a globalization process poses security
challenges to the United States, China and
Taiwan. Transcending disciplinary boundaries
between international political economy,
security studies, and the history of science and
technology, this multidisciplinary work provides
an in-depth understanding of the globalizationsecurity nexus, and disentangles the key policy
issues connected to a potential explosive
flashpoint in world politics today.
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